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Campus police take aim at
by Dave Schlenker

•

•

)
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Although UCF police officials report a steady decline in
campus speeding within the
past three years, the department is still taking measures
to slow students down.
During the early part oflast
week, the campus police tested
a new $1,000 device that
shows students their speed on
a large digital readout as they
pass by.
According to UCF Cpl. Troy
Williamson, the device is not
inten ded to trap students, but
t o simply warn them to slow
down on campus.
"The main purpose is to
make people aware that we are
out there," Wflliarnson said.
"It's just a friendly reminder.
The fines are very costly."
Enforcement authorities

~peeders

report the current speeding
fines are $52 for the actual
violation and $4 for every mile
over the speed limit.
As oflast Wednesday, Williamson reported that there
had been only one speeding
ticket written as a result of the
new device .
Once a vehicle passes the
readout, which is attached to a
squad car's radar gun, the
vehicle's speed is displayed in
numerals about two feet high.
If an officer feels the vehicle is
going to fast, the speeding
vehicle is then reported and
pulled over by oth er officers,
Williamson added.
He said, however, that students are given a little bit of
leeway as far as the speed limit
is concerned.
"But if you're doing 40
Tom Webeler1CENTRAL FLOR DA

See RADAR page 5
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The UCF Police demonstrated their new digttal radar readout near the information booth last week .
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Or, while you were here but not
paying very much attention ...

by Nancy Robards
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Jody Vangor
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

For those of you who did not attend UCF over the
summer, or for those of you who did but can not
remember it, The GentralFloridaFuture offers a look
back at some of the more important stories here at
UCF since the end of the Spring semester.
• Cat Concerns
Starting with th~ middle of May, UCF finished its
official cat roundup after catching six cats and kittens around the campus. The trapping began when
administration officials ecame concerned that one
or more of the cats might become rabid.
R. Scott Homer1CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURF
According to the graduate student who did most of
the trapping, those that were picked up were quite ALL IN ALL. ..
wild.
Brickmason Jimmy Simmons applies the finishing
About 90 cats, most of which were tamer than touches to one section of the Alumni Plaza wall.
See RECAP page 5

President Schmidt faces "pivot year"
by Patrick Stewart
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

As people enter student body President Fred
Schmidt's office, they are struck by the books on his
end table that reflect his political predispositions.
Bill Buckley' sMongoose R .l.P. and th e autobiograph y of George Bush reside on his bookstand and
refl ect his political views-those of an independent
Republican. They say he takes his cues from such
diverse sources as John F. Kennedy, Teddy Roosevelt
and George Bush.
His respect comes from J.F.K's ability to mobilize
support for his political programs, from George
Bush's managerial style and attributes and from
Teddy Roosevelt's ability to be his own man, even ifit
means standing alone. Indeed, before his term is up,
he most likely will have to utilize all of these attributes, especially the latter.
Not that Schmidt is devoid of person{ll political

experience. For the past two years that he has attended our university he has been an active participant in campus politics, serving the 19th Student
Senate.
He has served as chair of the Finance Committee
and as president pro ternpore of the student Senate,
as well as being the Resident Assistant for Osceola
Hall.
But when questioned as to his biggest accomplishment to date, h e points to none of these, referring
instead to his part in acquiring the Macintosh Lab.
"Anyone can allocate funds or be a bill generator," he
explains, but only a few follow up on their intent.
Schmidt's experience becomes all the more important in this, his perceived "pivot year." Pressures to
perform or conform will be corning from the Student
Senate, the administration and, most importantly,
the student body, from which his power derives.
See SCHMIDT page 7

Students can set their own prices when selling
used textbooks at the Alpha Phi Omega Book Exchange.
The Book Exchange will be open from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Aug. 22-25 and Aug. 28 in room 211 of the
Student Center. This free service is operated on a
consignment basis. Students have until 2 p.m. Sept.
1 to pick up money or books. Any that are not picked
up become property of Alpha Phi Omega.
Students are free to set their own prices, but
Joyce Schoeneberg, vice president of projects, said,
"We recommend selling a book for sixty-two and a
half percent of what a new book would sell for."
The University Bookstore buys used books for fifty
percent of the new sales price and sells them back for
75 percent of the new sales price. Even It's Academic,
in the University Shoppes shopping center, said the
most they can offer for used textbooks is fifty percent
of current selling price and, depending on their inventory and the time of year, sometimes they go as
low as wholesale, which is between one-third and
one-fifth of the new price.
Student Government provided money for Alpha
Phi Omega to buy display ads to advertise the Book
Exchange in The Central Florida Future.
See DEAL page 3

Notes from The Future
We here at The Central Florida Future would like
to welcome everyone to the beginning of another
semester at UCF.
We have made a few changes to our design forthis
academic year, and we've added some new features
as well. We will be publishing the paper Tuesday and
Thursday. Any opinion or other articles to be printed
in the paper must be in at least four days prior to our
date of publication. For information about advertisements, call our business office at 275-2601.
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Back to school
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1){)Progra m a nd Activities Council
calls social c1Jltural shots at UCF
tees on a volun teer basis. If they are eligible for
financial aid, they can be paid through the
CoOp program. Commitment varies according
The Program and Activities Council will be to the students' schedule; however, many sturecruiting students interested in planning dents do devote a lot of time to the planing of
campus events, September 11 at the Wild Pizza. events.
"There is a lot ofleg work to undertake before
PAC consists of eleven committees which
produce a variety of social and cultural.
"Committee
each event," said Hawkins.
"Every student on campus feels the effect of members evaluate student's needs and rePAC whether they go to homecoming, attend a quests, review speakers, acts and agencies, and
lecture, watch movies at the Wild Pizza or analyze budgets. They do everything except
simply listen to a band perform on the Green authorize contracts."
bet ween classes," said Program Director Karen
According to Hawkius, PAC has access to
Hawkins.
agents and entertainers through the National
"PAC provides everything the students need Association of College Activities, which prints a
and promotes well-rounded
catalogue for NACA memstudents. We get them inbers. In addition, PAC
volved and, because everymembers from all over the
thing is free we give them a
Southeast meet once a year
chance to do some things
and get a chance t o sample
they might not be able to do
area acts and agencies
otherwise."
which cater t o college
PAC is run and adminitastes.
stered by students with
"NACA agencies are
staff supervision. Accordunderstanding and patient
ing to Hawkins, there is a
when dealing with the buwide variety among memreaucracy of a university, as
bers and there is always a
opposed to other agencies
committee to interest somewhich ar e used to quick
body.
decision s and dealing with
"People join PAC to meet
only one person. NA CA
other students, t o enhance
provides opportunity for a
their resumes or just for
wide variety of campus ensomething to do," said
tertainment," said HawkHawkins.
ins. ''We could rent an
"PAC provides valuable
elephant if we wanted."
job skills including promoIn addition to using
tions, contract negotiations,
ACA acts, PAC hires a lot
communication and presenof entertainers from the
tation skills, how to work
Orlando area since they ofwithin systems implement
ten have a student followideas and take on responsi.. .. pno tolCE: TRA~ FLO 1DA FU 'T lJRE
ing. In the recent past, the
biHty."
PAC members chose Jerry Seinfeld
Students join commit- for last year's Homecoming concert .
See PAC page 9
by Christine Hobby
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Schoenebergreceives financial
aid and feels that this is
FROM PAGE 1
one way she can "... give back to
the community a little of what
Alpha Phi Omega is a co-ed they give to me." ·
The Book Exchange is just
service fraternity that h as
been at UCF since 1975. It is. one of the many projects that ·
one of the largest in th e United they organize throughout the
States with 310 chapters and year. They also regularly help
the Boy Scouts fold their news
over 200,000 brothers.
While Alpha Phi Omega letters, so they won't have to
offers many opportunities to have them professionally
make new friends, their pri- done. They just finished helpmary purpose is the commu- ing new residents move into
nity service work they per- the dorms. Starting Sept. 2,
they have plans to clean up the
form.
"We like to socialize as sidewalks that run in front of
much as the next person," UCF along Alafaya Trail . .
Schoeneberg said, ''but our
Alpha Phi Omega is open to
main purpose is the service everyone. For membership
information, call 281-54 73.
work we do."

DEAL

Comparative Textbook Shopping
Course Title

Number

It's
UCF
Academic Bookstore

Intro. to Computers
Fund. of Oral Comm.
Spanish I
College Algebra
Prin. of Accounting
Economics (Sec. 1,2,5)
Prod./Oper. Man .
Marketing (Sec . 1,2)
Materials (Eng.)
Health Assessment
Physics(Sec. 1,2)
Intro. to Philosophy
Theatre
Chemistry

CGS 1060
SPC 1014
SPN 1120
MAC 1104
ACG 2001
ECO 2013
MAN 3504
MAR 3023
EGN 3365
NUR 3066
PHY 3053
PHI 2010
THE 2071
CHM 2046

26.55*
not in
not in
not in
35.95*
21.50*
not in
35.95*
43.95*
29.95*
48.95
26.95
16.45*
38.00*

27.50*
19.25
37.50
39.95
49.25
21 .50*
45.50
47.95
55.50
42.75
48.95
26.95
23.50
39.95*

All prices are current as of August 19. The cheapest edition
available of each textbook at each bookstore is the one
whose price is shown.
• Indicates a used textbook.

Source: CFF Research
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The UCF Theatre Department wiJI hold auditions for
George Bernard Shaw's Arms
and fhe Man at 7 p.m. on Aug.
23 and from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m .
and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m . on Aug. 24
in the UCF theatre.
There are roles open for
males and females in their
twenties, thirties, forties and
fifties.
For more information, call
the theatre office at 275-2861
after Aug. 21 .
Arms and the Man is a period comedy of wit and manners, set in Bulgaria. It parodies war and pretense, and
affirms honesty, pragmatism
and the innate goodness of the
human race.

by community members, and
Florida residents over the age
of 60 may enroll as non-degree
seeking students on a space
available basis.
For more information about
these courses, contact Dr.
Moshe Pelli, director of Judaic
Studies, at 281 -5039 or 2752251.

Day telethon can call the local
MDA office at 677-6665.
•

Library Secrets

The UCF library will be offering a one-hour class to he]p
familiarize transfer students
with the resources available at
the library and its internal
operations.
This optional class will be
repeated six times between
Aug. 24 and Aug. 31 to allow
for scheduling by students in
the morning, afternoon and
evening.
Interested students should
go to the reference desk on the
second floor of the library for
more information and to sign
up for class .
The Library is also offering
a special exhibit of new UCF
• Graduating?
President Steven Altman's
The deadline for filing in- · reading favorites (Edmund
tent t o gradua te forms for fall Sh ellings, Wyatt Wyatt) and
1989 is Sept. 1.
works published by Altman
himself, most of which concern
organizational behavior . The
• Telethon Volunteers
The Central Florida ar ea exhibit will be displayed on the
broadcast of the 1989 Jerry second floor of the library from
Lewis Labor Day Telethon until Aug. 31.
needs volunteers.
The teleth on, to benefit the • Altman Address
Muscular Dystrophy AssociaPresident Steven Altman
tion, will be broadcast from will speak on the future ofUCF
Buena Vista Palace at Walt at the next meeting of the
Disney World Village on Sept. UCForum, sponsored by the
3.
UCF Alumni Association.
Money raised through the
The noon luncheon will be
efforts of the telethon will help held Aug. 25 at the Omni Infund the work being done by ternational Hotel in Orlando
MDA-sponsored researchers and will be open to the public.
to find treatments and cures The cost is $15 in advance or
for muscle disease.
$17 at the door.
Anyone interested in volunTo make reservations or for
teering for the annual Labor additional information, call

•BOA Update

photo couneay of UCF Public AffaJra

CIVIL CEREMONY
BrendanneTaylor presents a trophy won by the UCF chapter of
the American Society of Civil Engineers to President Altman.
David Jenkins (left) and Shiou-San Kuo look on.

the UCF Alumni Association
at 275-2233.

care-givers who deal with
death an d dying.
A major part of the workshop will be about coping skills
• Grief Workshop
The local chapter of MADD to avoid stress-related burnwill sponsor a workshop en- out.
titled "Understanding Death
To register, call Orange
an d Grief: Helping Yourself County chapter of MADD at
and Other s."
422-6233. The r egistrati on
The workshop will be pre-~ price is $20 and includes
sented by Dr. Alan Wolfelt of lunch.
the Center for Life and Loss
Transition of Colorado on • Judaic Studies
Sept. 16 at the H oward
The UCF Judaic Studies
Johnson Hotel on Kirkman Department will offer three
courses this fall.
Road.
One will be a new course on
This workshop is geared to
law enforcement officers, fire- the Hebrew Bible while the
fighters, paramedics, hospital, others will be Hebrew lanclergy and funeral hom.e per- guage courses. All three will be
sonnel and others who deal taught on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
with death and dying.
The courses may be audited
It is also aimed at family

Chancellor Charles Reed
has appointed Dr. Roy McTarnaghan executive vice chancellor of the state university
system.
McTarnaghan, a finalist in
the recent UCF presidential
search, will provide administrative coordination for the
staff of the Board of Regents,
the 13-member panel that
provides poHcy direction for all
of the nine Florida universities.
He h as served as vice chancellor for academic programs
since 1975 and served as interim president at UNF in
1988 .
• Softwar e Seminar

The Centr al Florida Coun~
cil for High Technology is
sponsoring a semin ar and
exposition entitled "Software
Entrepreneurship: Strat egies
For Marketing Software Products and Services That Will
Sell in the 1990s."
The seminar will be held
Oct. 1 7 at the down town
Orlando Radisson. Registration information and brochures are available at 8413057.
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on this campus. "It has been a
slow summer. Three or four
years ago on Libra Drive, students were going 40 to 50
mph," he said.
Police officials said the devices will be used around UCF
two or three times a month.

FROM PAGE 1

(mph) in a 20 zone, we'll stop
you," Williamson· said.
Of late, he added, speeding
has·not been a serious problem

•
•

RECAP

dent body President Fred
Schmidt chose to have the
students sit in the end zone for
one season rather than have
the games moved to a more
distant stadium. Student Government has set up a "Knight
Zone" program to give away
items such as T-shirts to the
student body sitting behind
the goal line this fall.
"We're going to promote this
as a positive issue to express
the student spirit," Schmidt
said. "We want to set the tone
for the impression of students
to the new president (current
President Steven Altman)."
• Tuition Hike
In early June, the Florida
Legislature approved an 8
percent increase in university
tuition fees as part of the 198990 budget.
• China Rally
Also in June, UCF was the
sight of a large student-led
rally to protest the massacre in
Beijing's Tiananmen Square.
The rally was organized by
Amnesty Intemational-UCF
members, Student Government members and Chinese
students.
Hundreds of students and
faculty members expressed
their opinions about the massacre and stood for a moment
of silence in honor of those
killed in the Square.

FROM PAGE 1

•

those picked up by admimstration efforts, were collected by a
student group, Campus Action
for Animals (CAA). CAA provided medical care, vaccinations and spaying or neutering
for many of the felines they
picked up, as well as trying to
find homes for them.
Although CAA members
said they planned to continue
trapping efforts, the university will not begin trapping
again before the fall, if at all,
according to Bill Morris, director of administrative services.
• Parking Hike
Also in May, President Trevor Colbourn and other UCF
administrators approved a 13
percent increase in annual
student parking fees. The decals will now cost students $18
per year.
According to Vice President
for Administration and Finance John Bolte, UCF parking and traffic operations will
use the extra money to pay off
a $90,000 debt in the department.
•Football Seating
Because of construction to
add 20,000 seats at the Citrus
Bowl, UCF students will have
to sit in the south end zone at
football games this fall. Stu-

•

•
•
•
Wendy's makes facing another school year a whole lo~ easier.
Just show us your UCF-10 card and save 10% on your e~t1re order.
Fresh, never frozen hamburgers, grade A fries, tender chicken
sandwiches and our famous thick frosties. And don't forget that
zesty chili and all-you-can-eat SuperBar!
So stop into Wendy's and let us see your face. It's not only
welcome, it 's worth 100/o!

•

•

Please present I:> card when
ordering : Offer good only at the
Highway SO & Alafaya Trail
Wendy's. Not good with any other
otter or discount.
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The best burgers in the buslness.1 ..
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Tapics to be discussed to make your application STAND OUT:
When and where to apply; admission criteria of tap programs; how to make your letters of recommendation count;
.'°'\what schools look for in your personal statement; how to explain bad grades and how to be ready for the LSAT and GMAT exams .
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UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
*

*

UPS works through the UCF Placement Office
in accepting applications for part· time loaders

:::::::::n

DOUBLE MINIMUM WAGE

~,..
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i. . :tL':':\~.!~,.
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*

Paid vacations and holidays

*

Work shift 10:30 PM

*

Scholastic Assistance
(up to $500 per semester)

*

For an interview appointment, sign up in the
Career Resource Center (ADM 124)

Paying for college is not an easy task. Even if you have a student loan or your parents are helping you out. It is always nice to have some extra
money in your bank account for spending or saving.
These days finding a job can be such a hassle. Who has time to deal with minimum wages, uncertain hours that change all the time, having
to work what seems like every weekend and working so many hours to make money, that your grades suffer. There is a better way!
UPS has long been recognized as a leader in the small package delivery business. We pay top wages that include benefits such as paid
vacations and holidays. These benefits are comparable to benfits that some full-time jobs offer. Besides the pay, UPS offers considerably more.
The steady, consistent hours give stability to your schedule. The work shift you select will allow you to plan the courses you need without having
to work weekends so your social life stays intact.

e

UPS offer a physical job that in fact gives you a work-out while you work. As a student, time is very valuable and it is important to maximize
your efforts and time.

•

What better job could suit your needs? Earn excellent wages with benefits to match, get in shaoe, and work hours that allow you to fulfillyour
career goals in school.

•

UPS is an equal opportunity employer M/F
Scholastic Assistance is a pilot program and United Parcel Service reserves the right to modify or discontinue this program at any time.

•

•
•

Will be available August 28th at 9:00 a.m. and will be turned in at the time of
Declaration of Candidacy which will run September 4th through 7th: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00
p.m. Active campaigning will start on September 11th at 6:00 p.m.

The petitions can be picked up at the Senate Secretary's office in
~the Student Government Building Room 155.
Colleges with
one or two
Senate seats,
candidates must
have twenty-five
(25) signatures of
students
currently
enrolled in
his/her College
on the Petition
form.

Colleges with
three or more
Senate seats,
candidates must
have fifty (50)
signatures of
students
currently
enrolled in
his/her College
on the Petition
form.

Candidates for an
At-Large position
must have one
signature on the
Petition form
totalling either two
hundred (200) or
five percent (5%)
of the Fall
semester
enrollment,
whichever is least.

EXPENSE
LIMITS
Specific College seats
in the Student
Senate=$ I 00.00
At-Large-seat in the
Student Senate=
$150.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL CHRISTINE TOUTIKIAN.at X2191
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•

•

The Office of Student Information and
Evening I Weekend Student Services in
conjunction with Student Government
Announces:

•

•

•
•

keep growmg and multiplying."
FROM PAGE 1
The second pressing issue is
the Student Union project.
Two of the most important Schmidt says it would be difficult for U.C.F. to
issues Schmidt
consider itself a
faces this year
complete instituresult from the
tion when it is
growth of the
the only univerUniversity and
sity in the state
surrounding
without a Stuarea .
With the renodent Union. As
far as the locavation of the Cittion, an equally
rus Bowl, stucontentious isdents have been
sue, Schmidt
forced to move
into the end zone
states,
"No
doubt-Pegasus
for home football
Fred Schmidt
Circle," because
games. While
of its central loSchmidt says the
move is "not exactly the best cation. "The way campus
thing in the world," he intends growth is structured, no other
to use it as a catalyst, introduc- place will do."
ing the "Knight Zone," which
Most importantly, Schmidt
Schmidt says will be "the first realizes that his term will be
attempt at school spirit that one of the most important for
has a chance at succeeding." It UCFbecause of the aforemenwill incorporate give-aways, tioned growth. By anticipatcontests and other diversions ing and dictating that growth,
in a transferable U.C.F. fan Schmidt says, "U.C.F. in ten
section that will "feed itself, years will be just incredible."

SCHMIDT

•

.

24 HOUR
.

STUDENT SERVICES
AND EVENTS ~HOTLINE~

•
•

•

•

A DIVISION OF STUDENT AF

~1\IRS

•
•

•

Stu ents and Facul y
always get 10°/o off
any purchase

•
•

r--------------------------,
BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
10 °/o - 15 °/o - 20 o/o OFF
Nike, Reebok, Airwalk, & More
THIS COUPON ENTITLES YOU TO:

•

10 °/o OFF 1 Pair
15 °/o OFF 2 Pairs
20 °/o OFF.3 Pairs

•

•

I
I
I
I

Discount does not apply to sale merchandise

Save an additional 20°10 - 40°10 on selected
merchandise. Because we value you as a

I
I
I
I

L~~~~~~~~~a~~~~~~~~!~!~i~~~!J

Location 1
Co ner of University Blvd.and Goldenr d ~d.
Ne to -MA T~ · ·1ose t Athlef S ore t
CF

•

7
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•

.
•

•
5 Audio Cassettes.
Plus a Walkman
AMFM Radio
Cossette Player

200

ct.

ea.
Calculator

for
Flexgrip
Pen

Typing
Paper

I

•

•

Telephone
Con air

•

99

•
•

ea.

AC120C

•

Norcom

•

77

•

200 ct. .

•

. ., .

(<;')

Copyright 1989 by Albertson's, Inc. All Rights Resenled

•
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PAC
. FROM PAGE 3

BIG MEAL,
BIGGER DEAL.

local band Heart Attack Diner
has been a successful booking,
"popular with students and
the group, who seem to enjoy
playing for the college crowd,"
said Hawkins.
Hawkins said bands are
very popular with students
and PAC plans on having more
concerts on the green.
According to Hawkins, PAC
has a healthy budget this year
and already has many events
planned.
Upcoming cultural activities include the Symphony
Under the Stars, a presentation of the Nutcracker, and a
cult films series at the Wild
Pizza.
On Tuesday nights at the
Wild Pizza, PAC will be presenting a series of comedians
called the Knights of Comedy
and several Ii ve bands.
Movie nights are planned
for Thursdays and Sundays
and PAC is considering show-

•

OFER GOOD ONLY AT THESE LOCATIONS:
3912 Alafaya Trail, Opposite UCF

•

•

•
•

r-------------------------,

:

I

BUY ANY REGULAR FOOT LONG SUB & A MEDIUM SOFT
DRINK, AND GET ONE FOOT LONG SUB OF EQUAL OR
LESSER VALUE

F'REE

(Not good w/other offers. l coupon per visit.)

:

I

!_________________________
e;:.,;11 :lQI;i!i ..:
L

Good Thru 8/31/89

Redeemable only at:

3912 Al faya Trail, Opposite UCF

a

ip.g classics and children's
films in addition to popular
movies.
PAC will host three Hot
Topics for debate in the fall:
Abortion, Gun Control and
Censorship v.s. Freedom of
Speech, which will include a
showing of The Last Temptation of Christ.
PAC is also planning traditional campus events includ- ·
ing the annual ski trip, the
Miss UCF pageant and Homecoming, which will have a
Mardi Gras theme and feature
a major concert.
PAC committees include
The Cinema Committee, Cultural Events, the Homecoming
Committee,
Speakers
Committee, Knightlife Production, Popular Entertainment, Promotions Committee,
Recreation Committee, The
Miss UCF Committee, The
Orientation Team and the
Tech Crew.
For more information on
joining one ofthe PAC committees, call 275-2633 or stop by
the Student Center front desk.

1

•

r;;;~~~~~;~~~~~~:~;~~~-----1

•

I
I

DRINK, AND GET ONE FOOT LONG SUB OF EQUAL OR
LESSER VALUE FOR
(Not good w/other offers. 1 coupon per . visil.)

99¢

I
I

!____________________
~11J :l~IJ;~ ____ !
..,.

L

Good Thru 8/31/89

Redeem hie only at:

3912 Alai: ya Trail, Onposite UCF

_.
I

Coming Thursday to
The Central Florida Future.
Don't miss out on the action.
*The Central Fbrkia Future Entertainrrent &Feature Supperrent

•

•

textbOoks·

·textbooks
-

.

use the Alpha Phi Omega

•

Book
Exchange!

•

•
Student
Gov't.

•

Student
Center
Rm. 211

Weekdays
August 22nd - August 28th
10am til 5pm

A free service provided by

Housing
Office

•

SELL FOR MORE
Got used textbooks you want to sell for MORE? Drop off your texts at the Book Exchange and you set the price.

BUY FOR LESS
Looking to buy textbooks without getting scammed on the prices? Do the right thing,
STOP BY THE BOOK EXCHANGE FIRST!

DON T PAY TOO MUCH!!!
1

For more info. cal l 281-5473.

9

Did you know Alpha Phi Omega is a national co-ed service fraternity you can pledge? Call 281-5473 for more info.

10
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GUIDELINES FOR STUDENT GOVERNMENT VEHICLE USE
Student Government Vehciles may only be
used in the state of Florida
Student Government will have priority for
vehicle use, however advance notice will be
attempted should a club or group be bumped.

l) Vehicle(s) can only be checked out for use by registered UCF clubs and organizations.
2) Veh1cle(s) may not be taken on a trip lasting longer than 5 school days.
3) No more than 2 vehicles may be ta.ken by any Club or Organizanon at any one time
4) SG must approve, 1n advance, any tnp longer than 1,000 miles, round tnp.
If approved, the mileage fees are:
a) 1-67 miles=$ 15/ mile or $10 00 maximum
b) 67-1000 miles= $10 00 flat fee + $ 15/mile
c) 1,00 l + miles= $10.00 flat fee + $.15/mile
5) Faculty advisor's name should be typed and he/she shall sign above supervisor's signature.
6) Group Leader will be held responsible for charge or fines for the followmg
a) Damage to vehicle caused by driver/organization negligence (actual cost)
b) Return of an unclean vehicle ($20.00)
c) Late return of vehicle ($20.00, $40 00 without prior notice)
d) Failure to check otl and fill gas (actual cost)
7) If you cannot return the vehicle the day it is due, please call the SG office and advise
the Accountant or Business Manager. There will be a late charge of $20.00 per day.
8) Driver agrees to obey federal, state, and local driving laws.
9) Driver and passengers agree not to consume any alcoholic beverages while occupying
SG vehicle(s).
10) Driver agrees not to drive SG vehicle(s) 1f he/she is under the influence of any alcoholic
beverage or any drug 1ha1 may impair driving abilities
11) State law requires all drivers and passengers to use their safety belts while the vehicle
is in motion.
l 2)In the event there is an emergency need for a remal car, the need will be considered on
an individual basis.
13) Vehicles nrc not for p rsonal use.

For More Information Contact the
Accountant or Business Manager
at X2191

•
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Copi Editer Kneeded

•

If you have a good english background as well as news
editing experience, join The Central Florida Future staff.
Contact Scott or Eric at 275-2865 .

ACACIA
. FRATERNITY

•

----------------------1
lessons

•
•

PREPARING
TOMORROW'S
LEADERS TODAY

•
in·

IT'S TIME FOR AN
"AKAK" ATIACK!

economics:

25%
OFF

BEGINNING THIS SEMESTER AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA!

Our Best Selling

Contact Lenses
You don't need
to be an
Economics Maj or
to know

•
•

•

•

•

If you are interested in becoming a founding father in U.C.F.'s newest
fraternity, we invite you to attend an informational meeting on Wednesday,
August 23,at 7:00 P.M. in the Student Organizational Lounge. If you
cannot attend this meeting please call Mike Bolinger or Bob Snow at
275-2231.Acacia's consultants will have a table set up on the green this week to
talk to prospective members who are interested in starting their own fraternity.
Acacia will also be holding rush events during the evenings at the S.O.L.

a Super Deal!

DAILY WEAR

$

3 7i

00

REG. 49

••

Bottm&IAI 'B'

Ba.usch ll Lomb Bofspln
• Coopert.liln

EXTENDED WEAR

$49 00

• Bortm&te II

·• Amertoa.n
Bauschl1Lomb'O'Ber1ea
H,ydron zero 4

REG . 69 • Duraeon. III

'Fashion' EYEGLASSES

$

39

'Prtce includes your
cholce of a frame fi'om
our'Jl'ashlon'Collsctlon
w1Lh preecr1ptton lellBBB.
There IB never an extra
cha.rge for plastic, photogrey, oversize or tinted
lenses.
·smoLE VISION Non-Cataract Lenses

Visit FOR EYES OPTICAL COMPANY•
It might be the most important lesson you learn today.

ORLANDO
In the Colonial Promenade
4646 E. Colonial Drive

896-2535
A cacia Fr aternity

CASSELBERRY

Keeping Values in Sight.

.,.
..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Founded in 1904

~....

In the Casselberry Collection

3385 US Hwy. 17-92S
Pr icing Does Not. Include Eye Exam.a.

339-0400

. _------------ ~ -===~:~· .I

•

•
•

•
•

.

. DOCTALK

.

STEPHEN R. YARNALL,MD

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

Fellow of the American College of Cardiology
I'm 43. I started
"power walking"
15 months ago. I
walk 2.8 miles every day. It
takes me about 33 minutes
to walk this distance, so my
walking speed is about 12
minutes per mile (or 5
m.p.h.)
Is this enough exercise
to stay in shape?

Q

•

·

.

Brisk walking or
"power walking" is
an excellent exercise for physical conditioning, and it's far less likely to
lead to musculo-skeletal
strains and injuries than
jogging. If you are exercising at a pace where you are
slightly short of breath, but
are nm huffing and puffing,
this is the optimal level of
exercise for you.
no longer advise
I
healthy people to monitor
their heart rate during exercise because it is difficult to
get an accurate count while
exercising, and because
heart rate is affected by
many different variables.
People with cardiac risk

A

ity. Thers is also surprising
evidence that people who bum
over 4,000 calories a week in exercise may have an increased
risk of death. Moderation
seems to be the key.
If you weigh 160 pounds and
walk at a 12-minute/mile pace
(5 miles /hour), you are burning about 10 extra calories per
minute (see chart below)
through exercise. Mulitply 10
calories x 33 minutes, and you
will find you are burning
about 330 calories during you
daily exercise walk.

factors and/or heart disease
should have a treadmill test
and other appropriate medical tests done so their doctors
can personally advise them
about exercise intensity.

THE 2,000 CALORIES
EXERCISE GOAL
Several studies have suggested that burning 2,000
calories a week in exercise is
ideal for improving cardiovascular fitness and longev-

281-5841

By Karen Wedner

MEETING
TIMES
STARSS

YOUR PACE

Weight loss. Learn to eat
better and keep off your
weight. Tuesdays at 9 am

# MINUTES ITTAKES YOU TO GO 1 MILE
YO UR

8 8
••

WEIGHT ~

10-0 3.2
110 u
120 3.8
130 u
140 4.4
150 41
160 5.0
170 54
180 57
190 60
200 63
210 66
220 69
230 7.2
2.10 75

~

0

•.
~

:;i
....,

~
....,

3.8

40

39

4.4

43

47

8

0

8

~

~
....

5.1

5.5

5.9

6.3

6.7

7 I

,.

56

6,1

R6

6.9

72

78

82

86

9.0

57

6.1

86

71

7.5

80

84

89

9.4

98

9.6 10 I 10 6

~
.....

4.4

4.7

4.8

5.2

5.2

.;;

0

0

9.

0

~
....

0

g

~
....

0

....

....,

;;

~
.....

0
....
7.8

0

~
82

46

5.1

5.6

6. 1

66

7.1

7.5

8.1

86

91

5.0

5.5

6.1

6.6

7.1

7.7

8.2

8.8

93

98 10 4 10.9 11 .5

5.3

59

6.6

7.1

7.6

8.2

8.8

9.4 10 0 10.5 II.I 11.7 12 3

5.7

6.3

6.9

7.5

8.1

8 .8

9.4 10.0 10 G 11.2 11.8 125 13. 1

6.0

6.7

73

8.0

86

9.3 10.0 10.5 II 3 ll.9 12 6 13.2 13.9

8.4

7. 1

1.8

8.5

9.1

9.8 105 11.2 11.9 126 13 3 14 0 14.7

6.7

7.4

8.2

89

9.6 10,4 11 .0 11 .8 12.G 13.3 14 0 148 15.5

7.1

7d

8.G 9.4 10. 1 10.9 11.6 125 13 2 14 0 14.8 U6 16.3

7.4

8.2

9.0

7.6

86

9.5 103 11 .2 12.0 12.9 13.7 14 .6 15 4 16.3 17.1 18.0

8.1

90

9.~

84

9 4 10 3 112 12 2 13. 1 11.0 14.11 U9 168 177 186 196

9.8 10 8 115 12.3 13. I 13.9 14.7 15.5 16.3 17. 1
10.8 11 .7 12.6 13.4 14 3 15.2 16. 1 17.0 17.9 Id 8

Source: The Health Manager by Dauid L. P.a~ket; Ph.D.

SWATT

I

The wellness club! Help
us develop new wellness

~=grams. Thursdays at 4

i

l~lll~~nrn@@MHWtM~fo1W%%¥I%W¥NM@~~[@~Wt'nim~t~H~%W~~%~W@$1~

•
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2 :Rehearsal Hall
1 : Kiosk

6 :Administration

: Library

•

5 :Information Center

The Central Florida Future offers
this special pull- out map to
help you get to where
you need to go.
Photos by
Tom Webster

g: Chemistry

11

-------

:Humanities ·& Fine Arts

14: Campus Police

13: Education & Gym

. 17:student Center

18: Howard

.
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Welcome Back
To School
Coupons

•

•

•

.
•

•

-------------------,
PYLE

Royal Oak Village Shopping Center
130 South Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32807
(407) 249-2031 (407) 249-2039
(NM Corner SR 436 & E.W. Expressway)

Electronic
·Barn

15 in. Woofer 125 watt ....$44.95 each
12 in. Woofer 100 watt .... $39.95 each
LJ Mi"i>AMRSPWW
Limited Quantities!!

PJ IN~USTRIES

Store Hours:

Mon - Fri 9:00 - 7:00
Sat
9:00 - 6:00
We Carry a Full Line of Electronics Components!

I
I
I

SONY Tape Special!!
4 Blank SONY audio tapes
with knapsack. .... Only $ 4.95

I
I
I

Bose
6 inch Woofers 2 for $30.00

I

TIL, Cmos, Memory, LED, Transformers, Resistors, Hardware, .-------------~----1
TransisLors, Crystals, Linear, Power Cords, Capacitors. Diodes .
Sockets & Much, Much More!

•

•

-------------------,
.

•

•

0

fJ)

0

~ >,
:==:
~
v
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...=

8
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u

•
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U
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;..c

~
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@
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~u

z
"d

I

QJ
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:j
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0
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~@
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:J

~

0

~
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.... ·.,pU
~
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~

This entitles bearer to an
ADDITIONAL 5% off
our already discounted
prices! (calculators only)
INTERNATIONAL

~

~.c

~

QJ

~

QJ
. . Eu
P-<
~
~ ~ ro
u ~
~

..J::.:::

UJ ~

I

COUPON

a.

~
~

Calculator & Com u1e.!.J

--------------•

... -------------------, .

--------------~--~--'!""'~-~~~~-'!"""-~

I

,fi~mit
Your "Off-Carnpus" connection
for quality [If12-•Jtextbooks
Book RUSH Hours: M-F 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
University

!~~;.~tilafaya Trail

Backpack Bonru;iza

I·

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$5.OO

= :

IZII••l

-I

Expires 9-3-89

off*

Select from
EAST PAK
JANSPORT
&LEVI
•w;th thU roapoo only

L-----------------------~-----------------------..1
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Welc,ome Back
.To Schoo-I
Coupons

•

•
•

-

•

...-------------...------------.----------T---------,

I Filet of Sirloin I Burger, · I ..
Fries &
;
·H ere's your meal Tickets. I1 2 for $8.99 ;1 Beverage
1
I
INCLUDES I
$ 99 I
; SUNDAE ~AR! I . 2 •
.;
Welcome to school.

11680 E. Colonial Dr. ·
(E. Colonial at
Alafaya Tr.)

Phone:

I COUPON GOOD FOR ANY I COUPON GOOD FOR ANY I
I PARTY SIZE. Cannot be used I PARTY SIZE. Cannot be used I
I with other coupons or dis- I with other coupons or dis- I
I counts. Good only at 11680 E. I counts. Good only at 11680 E. I
All entrees include our ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
I Colonial Or. location. .
I ColoniaJ Dr. location.
I
Grand Buffet and Sundae Bar
I
PLUIZ3 I
PLUIS I
~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~NDEROSA ---i--~NDEROS~-~
658-9206

_______________________________
e~JJ Mamie's Cajun R~s.taurant ~JC.cit

Jill

lj

Foods & Spints

Creole Cooking• Seafoods• Steaks
Poultry• Pasta• Gumbos• Po-Boys

Happy Hour Every Day!
11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. 2 FOR 1
Lunch & Dinner Specials Daily
Mon - Fri : Lunch buffet

.

jFn .

Located in Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(comer of E. Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

Mon. - Thurs.: 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Fri & Say.: 11:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

_
658 4209.

..;.

•
•

_____·-------,

Mamie's Cajun Restaurant
Foods & Spirits

FREE

Order of Cajun Onion Rings
or

Cajun B·uffalo Wings
with any food or bar purchase

...____________________________________________
.J
Ask about our UCF discount!
Expires 10/1189

•

•
•

NORMAN BROTHERS
NISSAN
Between University and
COioniai on Highway 436

-~-----------------,

SENTRAS
FROM

$58.88 -

•

•

Bring ip. this coupon for a FREE GIFf when
you purchase your new vehicle:

• Sea Escape Cruises·
• Freshwater Pearl Necklaces
• Dinners For Two

lllilli~l! lll~lll~ll~llll.lllll1ll'1
L----------------~~------------· --------------..1

•

•

PHONE: 657-9500

-
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Welcome Bae

.C oupons
•

ATJO"N
FREE /NI T.I.. ../"I.AL OFF/CE CONSULT
.I.. ./"I
FAST RELIEF FROM FOOT PAIN

•

UNIVERSITY
F 0 0 T

CLINIC

• Bunions• Hammertoes• Heel Pain
• Ingrown Nails • Flat Feet
• Sore Ankles • Callouses and Corns
• Plantar Warts • Arthritis
Medicare Assignment Accepted
Saturday & Evening Hours Available

Expires
10.1·89

Dr. Loretta
Henderson
Podiatric Madeclne
& Surgery

ROSEMONT
F 0 0 T

CLINIC

Our office policy: Tho paticu .00 any otba- pcnon responsible for payment bu a ri&)u to pay, - i paymcat or be rc~d for paymcal Cor any other ICl'Via:, c:x.aminatioa
or trc:almcm which is pcrform:d u a ICllllt oC md wiUlio 72 boun o(lhc advmilJc:mcu for the !Rx:, dixounlcd 6.o, or roduocd roc _.,K:c, eiumlnatiai or tn>allJICDl

•

•

• Bunions· Hammertoes· Heel Pain· Ingrown Nails. Flat Feet
•Sore Ankles ·Callouses and Corns• Plantar Warts• Arthritis

'Dr. Loretta !Jkrukrsan

I

I..,___.,..

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1 .............................

~

GOLDENROD PLAZA• 4063 N. Goldenrod Rd. Winter Park, Fl. • 679-6002
ROSEMONT PLAZA• 5844 N.Orange Blossom Trail Orlando, Fl.~ 290·6002

No coupon necessary
•••••••••••••••••••••••••

10042 University Blvd.
One mile west of UCF on
the comer of Dean Rd.
(University Oaks)

Potfiatric Maaec.ine
& SU-T]Jtry

Free
Initial
Office
Consultation
Expires 1011/89
Medicare Aulgnment Accepted
Saturday & Evening Houra Available

-.----...-
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•
•

•
()

•
•

,---------------------------------------------,
·Ben Franklin
~etter quality for less

Your Headquarters For all Your
Arts and Crafts S~pplies, Posters
and Frames, Shirt Decorating
and much more.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

VALUABLE COUPON
PRESENT THIS COUPON AND
RECEIVE A 15% DISCOUNT ON ANY PURCHASE AT ANY OF OUR 3 CONVIENIENT
ORLANDO LOCATIONS

•

1
I
I
I
I

Ben Franklin

1

1 So/o OFF all JVC Products
Purchased and Installed
Must show student l.D.

University Square
7474 Unlvel'liky Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida
678-7822

Westga1e
2761 Hiawassee Rd.
Orlando, Florida
~,26

Audio Country 3699 S. Orange Blossom Tr.

Mon.-Frl. 1oam-8pm. Sat. rnam-6pm ·Sun. 12pm-6pm

4232006

•

I

.J

A

Sound ~ communications Specialist

Auto Alarms - Satellite TV
Radar Detectors - CB 's
Sales-Service-Fast Installation
-Blaupunkt
-Sony
-Ungo Box

Offer expires Oct. 15th

I
II

Better quality for less
Lk. Conway Woods Shp. Ctr.
5170 S. Conway Rd.
Ottando • Florida
240-3556

---------------------------------------

CAR AUDIO

..

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-Kicker
-Audiovox
-Orion

•

•
•
•

. . . .--~-----------------------------------..1
~·

- - - - 849-1100----

-------------------,
.
OFF
·$3.00

Any Service of $10.00

•

or more

STYrlEs
fli
OFTHE

IMES,~.

•

•

HAIRDRESSING SALON

11790 E. Colonial.Dr.

2 7 7 _3 7 6 6 •

.___ _ _ _ _ _Orlando,
_ _ _ _ _Fl.
_ _3
_281
__
_discounts
___
_with
__
_ _Expires
_ _10-3-89
_ _ .J
7 __________
No _
other
apply
coupon.

•
•

•
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And just exactly
w
is all t is
-ope , .a nyw ?•
FINANCIAL AID

4 : University Theatre

I

)

rs
-

.

-

.

·~,_

•. .a-r..

1 :00-7:00
9:00-5:00
9:00-12:00
REGISTRAR/RECORDS
9:00-7:00
9·00-5.oo
ADMISSIONS
9.00-7:00
9:00-5:00
9:00-12:00
GRADUATE ADMISSIONS
9:00-5:00
CAREER RESOURCE CENTER 8:00-5:00
CREATIVE SCHOOUCHILDREN 7:45-5:15
COUNSELING A D TESTING
9:00-5:00
CREDIT UNION
8:30-5:30
8:00-10:00
STUDENT CENTER
8:00-9:00
5:00:10:00
LIBRARY
7:45-midnigrt
7:45-6:00
9:00-5.00
2:00-midnight
PARKING OFFIC
AUG. 21 - SEP. 1
7:30-8:00
REGULAR HOURS
7:30-6:00
HOUSING
COMPUTER LAB
STUDENT AFFAIRS
EVENING/WEEKEND-··STUDENT SERVICES

8:00-4:30
8:00-2:00 a.m .
8:00-midnight
8:00-5:00
5:00-9:00
10:00-2:00
2:00-5:00

M-R

F
SAT
M-R
F
M-R

F
SAT
M-F .
M-F
M-F

M-F
M-F
M-R

F
SUN
M-R

F
SAT
SUN
M-F
M-F
M-F
SUN-R
F-SAT

M-F
M-R
SAT
SU

CAMPUS FOOD SERVICES
POTPOURRI

1o:computer Center I &II

12: Health & Physics

16.: Biological Science

7:00-9: 15
M-F
11 :00-1 :15
M-F
4:45-6:30
M-F
11 :00-1 :00 WKE 0
4:45-6:30 WKEND
UNIVERSITY CLUB
11 :30-1 :30
M-F
M-F
7 :30-2 :00
TROPICAL OASIS
GREAT ESCAPES
7:30-5:00
M-R
7:30-2:00
F
7:30-7:00
M-R
FAST BREAK
7:30-2:00
F
WILD PIZZA
11 :00-7:00
M-R
11 :00-5 :00
F
7:00-10:00
SU N
10:30-2:00
M-F
PATIO CAFE
STUDENT CENTER PROGRAMMING
THE NAKED GUN
AUG. 24
AUG. 27
THE ACCIDENTAL TOURIST
AUG. 29
A KNIGHT OF COMEDY
MAJOR LEAGUE
AUG. 31
THE LAND BEFORE TIME
SEP. 2
DIE HARD
SEP.7
DANGEROUS LIASONS
SEP. 10
LAST TEMPTATION OF CHRIST SEP. 11
ALEX COLE
SEP. 12
SEP. 14
A FISH CALLED WANDA
BULL DURHAM
SEP. 17
U2 RATTLE AND HUM
SEP. 19
DOA
SEP. 24
SEP. 26
A KNIGHT OF COMEDY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
WEEK OF AUG. 21 - AUG. 25
M-R
8:30-8:00
F
8:30-5:00
WEEK OF AUG. 28 - SEP. 1
M-T
8:30-8:00
W-R
8:30-7:00
8:30-5:00
F
M-T
8:30-7:00
REGULAR HOURS
W-F
8:30-5:00

I
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HEAD QUARTERS
Hair Styling Salon
11917 E. Colonial Drive
The Corner of Alafaya & East Colonial Drive

•
•

Try Our Everyday Low Prices
Perms $40.00 (Depending On Length)
Shampoo & Cut
Men and Women
$9.00
Kids 12 and Under
$6.95
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

r----------------

I

1I

20 % DISCOUNT

I
I
I

any special with coupon
First Time Customers Only
Expires 9-30-89

•
•

•
•

380-9891

We Also Feature Bridal

•

Acessories Made To Order

------~----~----~---

•
•

THE LATEST FASHIONS FOR LESS

Ms. Paradise Fashions
REE
120."00 WORTH OF REE MERCHANDISE

•

(ONE) $40.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE
(TWO) $20.00 GIFT CERTIFICATES
(FOUR) $10.00 GIFT CERTIFICATES
FASffiO SFROM

Deposit the coupon below while you browse around Ms. Paradise Fashions, where
you can find many Quality Brands.

• ACTION SCIENCE
•BONJOUR
• CALV1N KLEIN
•CASINO
•CHEROKEE
• COLLEGE TOWN
• DIAMOND LIL
•DIANE VON FURSTENBERG

FASmONS FROM
· NO EXCUSE

• NUGGETS

+ Seven Lucky Winners!!

• ONE STEP UP
• OSCAR DE LA RENTA
•PANTHER
•PIERRE CARDIN
• OUNCHLINE
• REGATIA

"EVERY DAY EVERY ITEM

$9.99

• ERIKA
•GITANO
•GLORIA VANDERBILT

GOTIIAM

•RIO
•RUSS TOGS
•SAG HARBOR
•SHENANIGANS
•TAKE
• 1RANSACI10N
• TROUSERS UP
•UNO

OR LESS"
OVER 10,000 FASHIONS

•JUSTIN ALLEN
•LADY MANHATIAN

• MISTER NOAH
• NATIIALIE B.

FROM OVER 400 MANUFACTURERS WILL
BE STOCKED THIS YEAR!!

I

Name: - - - - - - - Adress: -

·- - - - - - -

Tel No. - - - - - - - Drawing Sat. 9/2/89 4:00 pm

----------------

380-6331
HOURS
MON.-SAT. 9-9
SUN. 12-6

I WSA'

I

,;

CQ

cCQ

iii

cc

Ill

0

>CQ

<

*

E. Colonial

I

•
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When my friends and I
graduated from high
'school, we all took parttime jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car
washes and hamburger
joints, and all they got
was dishpan hands and
greasy noses.
Not me. I joined The
Confetti Crew at The
Central Florido Future.
They're the people who
bring you the newest
movie reviews and
album releases every
week. They're also an
important part of Central Florida's fine arts
commmunity.
So, since I'm helping
them do such an important job, they're helping
me gain invaluable
experience. And that's a
heck of a better deal
than any car wash will
give you.

MEDICAL BILL RE THE
THINGS ON ASTUDENT'

•

t,· ~
.
J

•

•

WHY NOT PROTECT YOURSELF FROM THIS
UNNECESSARY EXPENSE?
In cooperation with the Student Health Center, there is a student
accident and sickness insurance program designed especially for
the students of the University of Central Florida.
Theplan is underwritten by U.S. GUARDIAN HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY,
provides coverage up to $40, 000 at very little cost to you.
FALL

SEMI-ANNUAL

PAYMENT

PAYMENT

Plan I- Basic Health & Accident
$155
$79
Planll - Extended Basic
$405
$204
Planiii - Major Medical
$459
$231
C 0 VE RA 6 E F 0 R S P 0 U S E & CH I L 0 R EN I S A L·S 0 AV A I LAB LE.

~

It's Academic Bookstore

~

l~~ co~f~m c~w
A~~ Gm~m~~il~~~~
l~Al Wil ~mOij
AllfHIM~,
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER FOR DETAILS,
CALL SfEVE AT 275-2P1>5.

- GENTLY USED FURNITURE
AT LESS THAN RENTALS !!
Here's how:
l. Select any of our clean, quality items.
2. Enjoy them during your tenn.
3. Retum them for resale al tenn's end

Please contect the Health Center
·for additional information and enrollment.

It's Acad9mlc Bookstore

~IG~ ij~ ~ow ~~

ITS AS EASY AS 1-2-3!!

STUDENT ONLY

&
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THE INTERIOR EXCHANGE

657-8332

Aloma Shopping Center
Aloma Avenue 1 mile west of 436

It's Academic Bookstore

~ It~ Academic Bookstore

G9>

Winter Parle

It's Academic Bookstore

~ ~
0
0.
(!)

•
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This Term Shop Smart At
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US Eb. Books
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•Quick & Courteous Service

•School Supplies
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•Easy Parking

·Back Packs
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Open Rush Week
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8-8 Mon - Fri
10-5 Saturday
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It's Academic Bookstore
University Blvd.
at Alafaya Trail
658-4612
It's Academic Bookstore

~

It's Academic Bookstore

~

3
0

CJJ

0
0

[

0

(j)

It's Academic Bookstore ·

~

It's Academic Bookstore

G9>

It's Acodemlc Bookstore
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HaPPY

C'lMPeRS?
UCF students everywhere should wear black
armbands around campus this week to mourn
the loss of a lot of dear friends: a parking lot, to
be exact.
Starting this week, the parking lot behind the
health center Will no longer be for students,
faculty and staff. Instead, it will only service the
faculty and staff.
That's 210 student spots lost. Not to worry,
though, folks. According to the office of Parking
and Traffic, the Ceba I lot will now be all student
parkmg That's an additional 79 spots for tudents reducing our loss to 131.
And. t he Humanities and Fine Art par king
lot, which used to be split between faculty ... taff
and students now an all student lot. hat'
another 71 space .. for us, bnnging the total loss
down to 60 parking spaces.
That will mean 60 more students Wlll be ent
on that frustratmg parking space huntm pre
that often results in a late arrival to c as or
worse, a parking ticket. And then there are the
additional 1100 new students who enrolled this
year.
lncommg freshmen will find it harder to get a
parking space than 1t is to get an ENC 1101 class
from 11-12 MWF
.
.
For students who are returmng to UCF and
h ave endured the parking problems for years,
the difficulty of finding a parking space increases with each semester.
Students must continually battle for parking
.
spots, reg~dless of time of day or day of wee~.
Meanwhile, faculty and staff spaces often lie
vacant much of the day. Students' frustration
over the lack of parking spots .often results in
the occupation of one of the faculty spots-and a
t· k t
IC e ·
.
The parking patrol officers that lurk about
the lots on bikes must be smiling in twisted glee
at the prospect of the additional income they
will earn with demise of 60 student spots.
Why were the spaces in these three lots
· ·
l ? h .
f
tampere d with m the first Pace. T e director o
Parking and Traffic said it was done because it

•

~

W odstock era, better off forgotten
During he past week now, I have witnessed at
east 3 television specials which commemorate the
I twen~i~th anmversaIJ: of Woodstock. E.ach of these
tetev1s1on aocumentanes.presented a fairly accurate
account of the e~ents which took place at.the me~arock concert. Aside from the networks trymg to gwe
the audience a trip through nostalgiaville, the primary purpose of these documentaries was to give
cre~bil~ty to the b~havior that the "Woo~stock ~en
erat1on engaged m (such as nude public bathing,
orgie.s, us of d:Ugs'. anti-war activi.sm~ etc, etc).
W1thoutcommgnghtoutandsaymg1t, theconclusion that the media tried to convey was that the
"experimentations" 'of the 60s and early 70s did
nothing to harm society at large, but instead opened
people's minds to "alternative" thinking.
There is only one problem with this "open mind"
theory. lt is possible that a person can be so open
minded that they are unable to distinguish between
right and wrong. This has been the liberal's dilemma
for the past 25 years. There is a difference between
being tolerant of other people's views and accepting
any behavior that a person may engage ~n.
.
. AsforthelegacyofWoodstockan~the ne~thmkmg" of that era, the sexual revolution has given the
American society AIDS herpes syphilis and a host
'
'
'

of other sexually transmitted diseases which are are
in epidemic proportions.
The drug culture that popularized the use of marijuana, LSD and eventually cocaine has turned our
inner-cities into battlefields.
Anti-war sentiment still lingers on today in the
form of a spineless United States Congress reluctant
to support democratic resistance forces fighting
against the communist government of Nicaragua.
The peace activists of yesterday constantly chfil?,ted,
"bring our boys home from Vietnam." I find it ironic
that the so-called peace activists of today insist that
the U.S. ~vemm.ent not support people who are
willing to fight for themselves. This path will surely
force America to eventually use U.S. troops in a war
that could have been won wjthout the loss of American lives.
Woodstock, you gave your country so much. You
will not be missed.

Fal l wi'll be an event-full semester

eliminated the problemof divided lotsanditwas
more convenient for faculty and staff who work
in the Biology building and t he two CEBAs.
To all you returning students, Welcome Sack!
Those who decide who will park where should
For all you first time UCF Knights, welcome and
tr y considerin g the convenience of their largest congratulations on choosing Florida's # 1 Univercustomers: the students.
sity, The University of Central Florida.
And students should not take this massacre
We at Student Government have been working
all summer planning a busy and exciting fall. We
of parking spaces without speaking out.
will be kicking off this semester with the "Knight
Zone" and its lnauguration at the Central Florida a first rate University iS an involved Student Body.
Classic on Sept. 1, when the UCF Fighting Knights
Throughout fall Student Government has
Central Florida Future
take on the Wildcats of Bethune-Cookman Col- planned an intense series of programs aimed at
lege. '
getting everyone involved. Our new SG Hotline will
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (4-07) 275-2865
The .. Knight Zone" will then continue through- also be on llne. The Hotline will provide a fast and
out the semester with Central Florida's biggest convenient way to reach us here at Student Govparty- every UCF home game.
ernment, the number is 281-5300.
Editor In Chief
On Sept. 8, SG will present a Student Forum at
Finally, on behalf of Student Body Vice-PresiR. Scott Horner
11 a.m. on the Green. I encourage you to come out dent Christine Toutikian and all of SG's elected
and meet some of your SG representatives. This officials and staff - I would like to extend an official
Managing/News Editor
Eric ·Dentel
Forum will give you a chance to preview upcomlng UCF welcome to our newest Fighting Knights, Dr.
Sports Editor
Bill Foxworthy
events, and give us an opportunity to receive Steven Altman and his wife, Judy. SG is looking
Confetti Editor
David Schlenker student input on the programs you would like to forward to working with President Altman to conArt Director
see.
tinue to improve student life at UCF.
Deborah Cunningham
Senate
elections
will
also
be
taking
place
in
Again, welcome all students and See You In The
Photo Editor
Tom Webster
early September. The Elections give you an oppor- Knight Zone!
Production Manager
Lara E. Hutchison
tunity to get involved and voice your opinion,
by becoming a senatorial candidate or by
either
Fred R. Schmidt Jr. is the
Business Manager
Scott Buss
just coming out and voting. Remember, the key to
UCF studen t body president

Office Manager

Ad Production Manager

Kasha Kitts

Charmaine Mendoza

Opinions expressed lnThe Cen1ral Florida Fwun: are those of the n ewspaper or lndMduol columnist and not necessarily those of the Boord of Publications. University A d·
ministration. or Boord of Regents. Letters to the Editor m ust be typ ed, maximum of 300
words a nd Include the aut hor's signature •. major and p ho ne number. Letters o re
subject to editing fo rgrammorond space a nd become the copyrighted property of
the newspaper. Names may be w ithheld b ut the newsp aper reserves the rig ht t o
refuse publication of any letter. Tlte Cen1ral Florida Fwure ls a free.non-pro fit newspaper published twic e w eekly during the academic year a nd w eekly during the
summer. All meeflngs of the BOP ore open to the pub lic.
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Do something
worth talking
about in 1999

t~~ll\ll

"Does anybody really know what time it is?" asked
the group Chicago in one of their popular 1970s
songs, "Does anybody really care?" Do you remember
the 70s? What do you think about when someone
reminisces about the 60s? Think about it for a minute. How many times have you heard your parents or
even complete strangers describe a decade in which
the tunes were different, particular, special?
Well, it seems to me that (watch out behind you)
the 80s are all but gone. In 130 days we will drink a
toast to the decade of revivals, preppies, yuppies,
backyard A-bombs, terrorism, Be Happy and "just
say no." Indeed, in the 3,288 days that have trick1ed
away since we rang in the 80s, some item or incident
must have occurred which will signify the 80s to each
one of us.
In the meantime, bear in mind that time' a
wa1stm'. What are you doing right now to make the
80s a colorful, significant part of your history?
You're in college; awesome. Were your parents in
college in the 60s? Regardless, when your parents
were your age they probab1y didn't live as close to the
beach, Disney World, Rosie O'Gradey's, Cape Canaveral or the Bahamas as we do. The might not have
even gone to college. We have a lot ofpotentia1 for fun
here that they may have missed. What are you going
to say in 20 years when a kid asks you what th e 80s
were like?
We have a fall semester between now and New
Year's Eve and it comes with lots of good excuses for
great memories. Be a little uninhibited. Plus, if you
don't meet someone special before long, you won't be
ahle to brag 10 years from now about a relationship
th a ~ lasted since the 80s.
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MARY KAY
•

11/flRIS.

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

•

.ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

MOST SK N CARE AND GLAMOUR PRODUCTS
ARE MISSING ONE VITAL INGREDIENT .
ADVICE
Mary Kay provides you with a personal skin care or Color Awareness
consultation . And our advice is free. Call today
Ask about complimentary facial

Professions/ Mary Kay Consultant
Tammy Costello
281·9335

•
•

Roadway Package SysteIIl is
accepting applications for parttim.e loaders and unloaders.
Excellent pay - $7.00 per hour.
WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M.

Phone
297-3715
for inore inforination

21

Students: This is
no fast food job.
At Pizza Hut, you'll work in a professionally
managed environment with flexible schedules and
no fast food madness. Benefits include good wages,
six-month reviews, paid holidays, sick leave and
medical coverage and one other item that should
interest you ...

Free Tuition Assistance
After a year with Pizza Hut, you'll be eligible for
tuition reimbursement if you work 30 hours or more
per week. We'll pay all or part of your college
expenses (depending on the course and your final
grade). Offer does not include books.
Stop by Pizza Hut for details or contact the
Personnel Dept. at Semoran Management Corp.,
1080 Woodcock Rd., Suite 210, Orlando, FL 32803 .

.........
P-~

:.Uut®

An Eq ual Opportunity Employer

•

~

~

L
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Rush is here and we're readyll We received
numerous awards at Leadership school induding #1 Rush Video for the 2nd year in a
row, Chapter Achievement for the 6th year in
a row, Chapter Advisor Award for Mark Glickman, Eminent Archon Award for Mike
Bearden, Runner Up Rush Programming,
Runner Up Alumni Newsletter, Runner Up
Flyers and Brochures, and most Importantly
we were among the final four chapters in the
country up for the Moseley Zeal, the highest
honor a chapter can receive. We stood out as
one of the premiere chapters in the country for
the strongest national fraternity. So get psyched up for Rush and let everyone see our
SAE pride.

Seeking responsible female to share 4 bdrm
house wtmale. Includes 2 rooms, private
phone line, use of computer, washer/dryer,
microwave, 15 min from UCF. $225/mo + 1/2
util. Call 366-1919, leave msg or call 5 p.m. to
midnight.
Desperate! Roommate needed less than 1
mile from campus. Washer /dryer, 1/3 util.
$150 refundable deposit, $212/mo. Call 6570669 Forest Highlands.
Non-smoking, mature female for 312 furnished
duplex near Dean and University. Unfurn.
master bedroom and bath, washer/dryer.
$265 mo.+ 112 util, $150 deposit. Call 422-

Townhouse-Fox Hunt Lanes - Vacant - No
ci:>ndo fee. 2bdrm, furnished. $46500. Call
273-7842.

ATIENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32,000/year income potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 EXT. 5780.

1/2 Duplex near Dean and University. bdrm/
2bth, 3 years old, great rondition, all appliances incl. washer/dryer. 9.8% assumable
financing for first tlme home buyer. Call 4223343.

National Marketing Firm seeks mature student to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earnings potential to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized, hard working and money
motivated. Call Ken Rhines at (800) 5922121

3343.
Single bed. Good condition. $35.Leave message 277-9550.

rock, pop. Doc. student in music. Near UCF.
Beg-Adv, 8 years teaching experience. Very
reasonable monthly rate. Call 671-9291 . ·

Attention Students II Part Time Work $10.90/
hr. 15 - 30 hours per week evenings and
weekends. Internships available with most
majors. Full time during Christmas Breaks.
Corporate Scholarships Available. Call 2816142 (1 p.m. to 5 p.m. only). Openings
throughout the Orlando area.

Condo Modem 1br wt bath. All appliances.
Screened porch, verticals, fans. Low mtc. fee.
Attractive complex w/all amenities. 10 min. to
UCF. Call evenings 282-5426. Asking
$39,900.

•
IBM Word Processing System w/Epson
Printer. $1.50/pg. Call 365-2819.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

FANTASY FOOTBALL LEAGUE
BEING FORMED AT UCF!I

Help Wanted - Students to clean homes,
Hours to fit schedule. Call 699-1636.

The Central Florida Future is in the process of
setting up a Fantasy Football leaague tor the
various campus organ1zations-SG, Greeks,
clubs, etc.--here at the University of Central
Florida ..The league will be open to any organization interested in testing their football knowledge against others. We'll be keeping score,
and we'll publish each week's results in our
sports section. For more information or to sign
your group up, rontact Eric at 275-2865.
Space is limited, and groups will be entered on
a firsl-¢>me, first-serve basis, so reserve your
spot early .

Needed: Student Assistant
for South Orlando Campus
Must have transportation.
Clerical skills and light typing desired.
Salary $4/hr (flexibh hours)
Contact Tim Sanders 855-0779 between 68 :30 p.m.

UCF Newman Club welcomes students to an
open house on Wednesday, Aug. 23, from 5
p.m. - 9 p.m. and Sunday cookout Aug. 27,
immediately after 11 a.m. mass. For details
call 281-4438.
Jewish Student Union/Hillel invites you to
join a growing group that carers to the social,
cultural and religious needs of the Jewish
student community. Our first meeting is 8 p.m.
Wed . Sept 6at12185 Descartes Ct For more
information, call Judaic Studies al 275-5039.

2 bdrm/ 1bth Apt . Large near UCF. Laundry
Facility, Dish Washer $400/mo, $400 security.
Call Jason 872-0373.
Suncrest-Unlverslty Blvd Patio Home 3bdrml
2bath screen rm, fans, appliances. dbl garage, like new, no pets. Family or two adults,
$700. Call 671-2313.
House for renVlease to own 3bd/2bth. Spotless condition, new carpet, leveler blinds and
ceiling fans in every room. Big fenced in yard
on a quiet cul de sac, near UCFIMartm Area.
$615/mnth. Call Terry 277-2527.
Duplex 2Bd/2bth near Dean and Rt 50. $400/
mo Call 889-0170.

Female roommate needed. Own room, share
bath $150 + 1/3 utilities and $100 security
deposit. Six miles from UCF on Goldenrod
Road 679-5512 .

Rent to Own
Invest in your future - condos and town homes.
Near UCF in the S50s -Call Frank and ask how
to save
with our Buyer Bonus Program.
Southern Realty Enterprises, Inc. Call 8340031 .

ATIENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1·
602-838-8885 Ext. A5780.
1980 BMW 5281, gray, 4-speed, fast, no air,
57,000 miles, reliable, $3700. Call 422-3343.

HELP WANTED

Part time errand person needed for a
growing civil engineering firm.
FleXible hours (15-20 hourstwk). Call 6574530.

•

The CD Player rs gone • but I am looklng for
AlphasonikAmps - Call me .TomF.282 8183.
Need for Research
Females w o have won rourt cases in last 5
years. Contact: Ms Richmond 425-4681
school or 236-4029 voice pager-call anytime.

ATTENTION - HIRING! Government )Obs·
your area. $17.840- $69,485. Call 1·602838-8885. EXT R 5780.

SERVICES

Easy Work l Excellent Payl Assemble prod·
ucts at home. Call for 1nforma on. 504·641·
8003 Ext. 2568.
Waltress Needed - Lunches and Weekends.
parM1m-0 - Call Both 677-4169. J.R. Ja es.

•

Gui~ Bass lessons - specializing in Jazz,

Opportunity! Earn Good Moneyl Flexible
hours. Call Mon-Fri 8-5. 645-2754.

Room for rent in private 3 bdrm/2 bath house.
Full use pool. Casselberry. $250+1/3 utilities.
Nonsmoker must llke cats+ dogs. Call 7675118. Leave message.

Alee's Fumnure. New and Used . 10% discount
IS ad. Buy, sell and trade 7522 E
Colonial 273-1554.

Want to respond to a Lonely Heart, but don't
know how? Just write your response, put 1t in
an envelope with your name and address in
the upper left hand corner, put the LH# m the
lower left hand corner, and a stamp on the
upper right hand corner. Put that envelope in
another envelope with $1 and send it to The
Central Flonda Future P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, Fl. 32816. do Lonley Hearts. Or
bring t by the Future's business office during
regular business hours.

•

•

<1

,~1

~

•

Okay, so she dumped you·

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, Fl 21817

she wasnt worth it anyway, right?
)~
,,, _~ ' But now your Friday nights are lonely and
4,
you oan only watch so many reruns of
~:~_... ~..,.
Gilligan's Island eating stale popcorn.
7
~..........~
..;You
could
go crawling back on your knees
/(
f'it
~ 1)
or pick up the phone and place
\~
apersonal in The Future Classifieds.
~
_.. __/-'
Find someone who is worthy of your love.
The choice is yours ·
beenie weenies and RC Cola or
Filet Mignon with abottle of Dom Perignon.

\t/

r;,

Alafaya Village Shoppping Center

L ••

(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

282-2101

!\

UCF TEAM DENTIST
Our UCF Good Knight Offer!
••
$25 Check-up includes : •Initial Exam
• 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF I. D Only
Expires 12115/89
good on initial visit only

* The patient and any other person respon

ible for payment has a right LO refu e to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for payment for any other service examination,
or treatment which i perfonned as a result of and within
72 hours of responding to the adverti ment for free
ervice, examination or treatment

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
Where The Sun Always Shines!

..

••••
• •••••••••1
I Buy 5 Visits ·

1
I

Get 5 Free!

:. Sign~p~2:?an~get

-

visits free!

I

Coupon .expires 8/30/89

NING

I

UC6

CINEMA
12255 UN IVERS IT Y BL V 0.
ACROSS

FROM

UCF •277-1454

UNCLE BUCK (PG)

LETITRIDE (PG-13)

1:45-3:45-5:45-7 :45-9:45

2: 10-4:10-6:lCHl:10-10: 10

TURNER & HOOCH (PG)

THE ABYSS (PG· 13)

2:00"4:~ : Cl0-8: 00-10:00

1:D0-4:00-6:45-9:30

CASUALTIES OF WAR (R)

LETHAL WEAPON2 (R)

2; 15-5:00-7:30-10:00

3:00-S:30-7:50-10:05

CHEETAH! CARTOON (G)

NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET V (R)
9:00& 10:50

1:30-3:20-5:10-7:00

LOCK UP (R) 12:45 PM

I
2

Ii
I

COMPLETE WEDDING PLANNING

he w r
rn

nd

WO

y

ot

JI
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INJURIES

Both Willis and Jones were hit in
practice,
which angered McDowell.
FROM PAGE 28
"We give players we want to protect
game and there is time to get the proper green shirts and the defense is not
supposed to hit them," McDowell said.
rest and treatment," Barnes said.
McDowell downplayed the injuries, "We have to reteach the defense not to
noting that all coaches go through the hit guys with green shirts."
same thing during pre-season pracMcDowell expects Barnes to be
ready for the opening game.
tices.
"You get a lot of injuries this time of
"If he doesn't play, it's not going to
year," he said referring to the week of hurt us,"McDowell said. "It's only
three-a-day practices. "Then next week goingto hurt Barnes. He has pro potenyou have recoveries and game week tial but he has to play."
you have ~iraculous recoveries."
McDowell said Barnes could be
Willis' injury, however, causes pushed for his job by one of a stable of
quality runningbacks.
McDowell concern.
''We cannot afford to be without
"Giaconne is back and we did not
Shane Willis,"McDoweU said. "He's the expect him back," McDowell said. Gi________.____ _...__.__....__ _ _ , . '''lly person on this team who we're not aconne hurt his knee midway throught
R. Scott Horner/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU~~
d .th t"
Jast season.
as goo wi ou .
MOVING IN
Willis threw for 2,926 yards last
He said the play of Perry Balais,
Freshman football players Willie Britton (left) and Clif Cole sign in as roomates
season and completed 60.1 percent of Willie English, Angel Mesa, and Corhi s passes as UCF led the nation in nelius Friendly have provided compelast week at the dorms. Both play on the defensive line.
Division II passing offense.
tition at the runningback position .

•

•

Metal Prames.
Gold And Pewter

Black Wood Rames.
Size
8"x 10"
ll"x14"
16"x20"
18"X24"
20''x 28"
22"x28"
24"X36"

Reg.

$7.99
S9.99
S14.9q
$16.99
$29.99
534.99
$3999

Size
B"h 1 "

sale
$5.88
$7.88
$11 .88
$12.88
$23.88
$27.88
$31.88

tl 14"
16". 20"
18"x24"
20", · 28''
22"x28"
24":<.36''

Reg.
.:8.<N
.:-12.9q
$16.9CI
$19.<N
$34.99
539.99
$44. q

sale
$ 6.88
$9.88
$12.88
$1 5.88
527.88
$31.88
$35.88

•
Linear Frames.
Arch1cecrural Wh11e.
Architecrural Grev

Size
S"x 7"
8"x I0"
11"X14"
16"x 20"
18"x24"
20"x 28"
22"x 28"
24"x36"

Reg.

$6.9Q
$8.99
$11.99
$16.99
$19.99
$34 .99
$39.99
$44.99

Sale
54.88
$6.88
$8.88
$12.88
$15.88
$27.88
$31.88
$34.88

Pastel Tinted
Ash Prames.

Desert Tan. Stoml\ V\h1te,

Aucumn Rose,Catilma Blue.

Acrylic Prarnes.
Size
16"x 20"
18"x 24 ''
20"x 28"
22"x28"
24"x 36"

Sale
$9 .99 $6:88
$ 10.99 $7.88
$1 1.99 $8.88
$12.99 $9.88
$15.99 S11.88
Reg.

Size
8"x I0''
11 "x 14''
l 6"x 20"
18"x24"
20"x 28"
22"x 28"
24"X 36"

Reg.

$8.9Y
$11.99
$16.99
$ 19.99
$29.99
$34.99
$39.99

Sale
$6.88
$8.88
$ 12.88
$15.88
$23.88
$ 27.88
$3 1.88

P\tr\

Every frame that's hanging around as well as every poster that's suitable for
framing is 20% to 25% off its original price right now. There are dozens and
dozens of each. In fact, we probably have more frames and prints than you
have wall space. Prints such as Renoirs,Monets,O'Keeffes and other colorful
graphics to choose from. And at these prices, even our frames are works of art. APlaceTu Discover.®

\\\\,\\\'I

All Pier 1Imports stores will be open Monday, Labor Day.

Roses are red
Violets are blue
Sugar is sweet
And so are you ..

Don't rely on nurseryrhymes to tell her how
special she is to you.
Show her by placing a
personal in the classifieds.

I
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•Aerobics
Aerobic classes will be held
from 12-1 p.m., M-F. Sessions
will be held MW F 6-7 p.m. and
Tues. and Thurs. 5-6 p.m. The
Classes will meet in the Multi
Purpose Room in the UCF
gym.
•Fans and Food
Hi-Tops, a sports bar in Casselberry, will host the first
Knight-Zone meeting, Al.igust
31 at 7 p.m. UCFfootball coach
Gene McDowell and Channel 9
sportscaster Pat Clarke will be
special guest speakers.
The meetings will be held
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. thereafter. Members of the UCF
coaching staff will be guest
speakers at future meetings.
Hi-Tops is located in Butler
Plaza at the corner of Howell
Branch Road and 436.

Join The Central Florida Future News, Sports and Confetti crew andtake an active role in campus events.
You will find it easier than any class you have at UCF and you will earn money too. The Central Florida
Future is looking for students to work in the areas of News, Sports and Confetti writing and editting as well
as students interested in ad production and sales. Skills are a plus but no experience is necessary. We
will provide enough of that. For more information, call 275-2865 and ask for Scott or Eric or drop by the
Central Florida Future news office and fill out an application .*
·

• Rec Services
The following facilities and
services are available through
UCF Recreational Services.
Tennis Courts
Raquetball Courts
Jogging Trail
Weightlifting Facilities
Swimming Pool
Outdoor BasketballN olleyball Courts
Disc Golf Course
Golf Driving Range
Aerobic Fitness Classes
Equipment Check-out
Intramurals
Shower/Locker Room Facilities
Call Rec Services at 275-2408
for more information.

*ves, some writing may be required.

•

Ourway.
•

•

• Red Lobster
The 20th Red Lobster Classic
basketball tournament will
feature two changes for this
year's play. First, the Classic
will be played in the Orlando
Arena, instead of the UCF
gymnasium. Second, the event
will change from a tournament
format to a double-header format.
In game 1, UCF will face
Georgia. In game 2, Florida
will take on James Madison.

•

•Triathlon
The Sanford Water Festival
will be held Sept. 24 on Lake
Monroe in Sanford.There will
be a three mile run, a 10 mile
bike race and a three mile
canoe race.
Entry fee is $20 for individuals $35 for two person
teams and $50 for three or four
person teams before Sept 3.
Entries are allowed through
day of the race at higher fees.
•Bike Rally
The River Festival bicycle
rally will be held Sept. 1 7 in
DeLand and will feature 31, 62
and 100 mile recreational bike
rides.
Riders will receive River
Recipe Beans at the finish of
the races. A raft race will also
be }?.eld that morning. Call 904736-0002 for information on
the bike race and 904-7343495 for information on th e
raft race.

Compiled by Bill Foxworthy
Send Sports Briefs to:
Bill Foxworthy
Central Florida Future
P.O. box 25000
Orlando, Fl 32816

•

You can save literally days of
work between now and graduation. Simply by using an HP
calculator. Th keep you from
endlessly retracing your steps,
ours have built-in shortcuts.
Such as the unique HP Solve
function for creating your own
formulas. Menus, labels and
prompts. Program libraries.
Algebraic or RPN models.
Cl 1989 Hewlett- Packard Company PG12905

Better algorithm and chip
design help you finish much
faste.r..and more accurately
than their way. So, whether
you're in engineering, business, finance, life or social
scien ces, we've got the best
calculator for you. For as
little as $49.95. Check it out
at your campus bookstore
or HP retailer.

There is a better way.

F//19 HEWLETT

~/:a PACKARD
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trailia.
She broke a · decade-old
FROM PAG~28
jump record of121 feet by sailing 130 feet. She is ranked
At 1 7, Ellis comes to UCF 14th in the world in the
with a number of accolades. women1 s overall standings.
Shull is a Pan American
He set a Boys Division regional jump record of 150 feet Junior World Overall Chamand won the overall title. He pion and national Girls slalom
finished second overall at the and jump champion.
Pan American Junior ChampiShull set slalom and jump
on ships in Canada. ·
·
records at the Midwest ReIn July, he took the Junior gional Championships. Shull
Olympic Overall Champion- also earned a 3.5 gpa in high
_
ship by winning the trick school.
Recently, Shull was named
event, fininshing second in
jump and placing third in sla- to the U.S. SeniorTeam which
will represent the United
lom.
Ellis was the Florida State States at the 1989 World WaBoys Overall Champion in ter Ski Championships in
West Palm Beach Augus 311987.
Ellis maintained a 3.5 gpa Sept 4.
For the present, the trio
in high school and played varsity basketball.
should make an immediate
Shull has a similar list of impact.
accomplishments.
The
For the future, the addition
Hartville, Mo. native placed of Rini, Ellis and Shull means
first in jumping and tricks and the UCF ski team will increase
second in slalom at the Junior its chances of being the domiWorld Championships in Aus- nant college ski team.

SKI TEAM

Lose 17 - 25 Lbs.
In 6 Weeks

$99*
for our
6 WEEK WEIGHT
PROGRAM
•University students & personnel only.
Must be new client
UCF I.D. Required

'

•

The Diet Center program has a special
People. The people who work
with you one-on-one. Every day of your
diet. So, if you'd like to meet our people and
see how our program works, drop by.
ingredie~t:

Diet·
Center

'tbu're going LO make iLlhis time.

University Area
Diet Center
275-THIN
(8446)
in the
University Shoppes

''I don't want
a lot of hype.
lju t\Vant
something I
can count on.''

nnpani promi e you
them n but\\ hat you
really" ant i dependable,
high·quality. n ic . l hat'
ju t what you 11 get wh n
you choo e AT&T Long
Di tance ~ rvic , at a co t
th'tt' · a lot les · than vou
think. ! bu can expeet low
long distance rate , 2+h ur
operator a si tance clear
connection and immediate
credit for wrong numb r .
And the as uranc that
virtual~' all of our call will
go through the fi.1 t time.
That' the geniu of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When iL' time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice- AT&T
If you'd like to know
more about our products or
ervices, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call u at 1 800 222-0300.
1

--

--

ATs.T

The right choice.
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FANTASY FOOTBALL
l

1

This fall, The Central Florida Future will sponsor a Fantasy
Football league for UCF orgJlnizations. The league wil} be open to
any campus organization-SG, Greeks, clubs, etc.-and we'll do all
the recordk.eeping for you - FREE.
The league operates as follows: 1. Each team drafts 12 NFL
players before the season starts. 2. Each week, the team owner plays
six of his 12 players. These players-one quarterback, two running
backs, two wide receivers or tight ends, and one kicker-earn points
for their teams based on their performances that w~k. Teams play
head-to-head each week in a rotating schedule. The team with the
higher point total beats the opponent for that week.
We'll print the results in The Central Florida Future each week.
At the end of the NFL season, the FFF league champions wi11 receive
awards. Draft day will be September 3. To sign up or for more
information call Eric at 275-2865.

FREE

ATTN:
Backpack
FACULTY
when you buy an
HP calculator!
Bu s ine s
HP 148
HP 17B
HP Bu ine.:·
Consultant JI
cienceand
engineering
HP 22S
HP 2iS
HP 2
HP 32S
HP-t2

HP is now offering a
special discount on all
HP computers &
peri pherals -L aserjets, Deskjets, Plotters, Computers, Etc.
Call Don or Randy
ASAP for details.

Come in today
for details.
HPCalculators- F/t:O'I
the best for
IL'.U
your success.

m

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Call Today•
Offer
·
S
expires
eptember 30

~ 1989

Ca1Jfe1n:;1an

INTERNATIONAL
Calculator & Computer

211-4182
• So111e r

Call b:f~ DOOD for

Dc;ltl

day clcl!Ycry

ID

e,fS

est.rjott
one lllay apply .

I

2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

us

rootn·

YO/fU door via UPS. U... c:red11 card Of C.0.0.

K

I

0

s

K

FALL HOURS:
Monday-Thur day: 9am-9pm
Friday: 9am-7pm
Saturday: 10am-2pm

MOVIE TICKETS
General Cinema
Fashion Square
Altamonte Mall Parkwood Plaza
Seminole Plaza
Colonial .Promenade

United Artist
Lake Howell
Republic Square
Florida Mall

AMC Theatres

'

.

ATTRACTION TICKETS
Busch Gardens
Wet N'Wild
Sea World
Magic Kingdom
EPCOT
MGM Studios
Boardwalk & Baseball
Ticket Masters

For More
Information
Call: 275-2060

Plus
Lost&Found
Weekend Student Services
Sat: 10am-2pm Sun: 2pm-5pm

(S.E.P.S.) Student Escort Patrol Services
Fashion Village 8
Interstate 6

Sun-Thurs: lOpm- 12 Midnight
d

..
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1989 Intramural Sports Schedule

Ploy The BIC INSTANT
CASH Gome And You
Could tnslan1 1y Win Up to

$10 .000. Your C hance to
Win Is Inside Sp eclally
Mark d Pa c kages of SIC

•

Writing Instruments.

EVENT
SIGN-UP DATES
Table Olympics
At event
Community Volleyball 8/14-28
Flag Football
8/22-9/6
3 on 3 Basketball
8/22-9fl
RecTember Sports Fest
8/28-9/15
Softball Fast Pitch
9/18-25
Volleyball
9/18-27
Racquetball Singles "B"
9125-1
Tennis Singles "A"
10/2-14
Tennis Singles "B"
10/21
Softball Tourney
10/16-31
Bench Press
11 /6-1 6
Turkey Trot
11 /6-21
Community 3 on 3 Basketball
11/13-30

PLAYING DATES
8/28-9/1
9/5-11/13
9/11-11 /16
9/12-1O/ 18
9/16
10/2-11 / 9
10/2-11 /9

on

•
•

10/7
10/14
10/21
11/4
11/16
11/ 21
12/4-2/8

I

I

•
RecTember Sports Fest

No Purchase
Necossor . Co sumer
Ref nd Offe Al o Avail uro.
See Port:cipoting tores For Detals.
Voio Where Proh1bi ed bv low

'"

10--...
~

fl . . . . .

..

UCF Recreational Services will hold an all-day event, the
RecTember Sports Fest, Sept. 30. Between six and 12 teams,
consisting of eight to 12 persons per team, will compete. Team
members will receive T-shirts and free meals from Burger King.
The BJ105 party patrol van will be on hand and give away Tshirts and other prizes. The Reese Institute will give massages.
The Wellness Center be present and the Orlando Fitness Center
will give away memberships to the Spa. The name of the band to
perform is "Spectrum."
For more information, call Joanne at 275-2032 .
The events to be held include the following:
Aerobic
8:30 a.m.
5:00-5:50
warm-up
Softball
9-10:45
10:45-11 :45 Basketball Shoot 6:00-6:15
6:15
Running Relay
11 :45
12:30-1 :30 Lunch
8:00
VOiieybaii
2:00-3:50
Tug-of-War
4:00-4 :55

1
1

l

Pajama Tube
Relay (pool)
Soda Relay
Picnic, band,
small events
Movie by the
pool

~1
}

1
I

1

l

1989 Men's Socc er Sche dule

•

RIGHT.
NOW.

•

•

Date

Opponent

Time

Aug 26

Leeds U. (Exibition)

2:00

Sept3
Sept 6
Sept 11
Sept 20
Sept 23
Sept 24

U. of Connecticut
U. of South Florida
FIU
Tampa
Georgia State
Jacksonville Tournament

1:00
7:30
3:30
7:30
TBA
TBA

Oct4
Oct 12
Oct 15
Oct 18
Oct 20
Oct 21
Oct 27

Stetson
W. Michigan
Radford
Jacksonville
Central Conneticut State
E. Carolina
FIU Tournament
(Philidelphia Textile)
Wisconsin-Madison

3:30
3:30
2:00
3:30
1 :00
1 :00
6:00

Oct 28

1
I

l

.,

I
I
.

·j'
I

I
•

f
I

~I

6:00
I

Nov2
Nov5

Rollins
Wright St. U. ·

TBA

:

2:00

:

Bold type: home game

•

Greatf( Clips·
h'

c,uts. Curls. Waves. If it's right for you,
1t s nght here. Right wh en you want it.
Because, at Grea t Clips, making you w ait
just isn't our style. See us today.

or air

f:;jdc;fr/6~
Great Clips for hair now open at

•

4026 N. Goldenrod Road
Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m; Sunday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Show UCF l.D & receive$ 2.00 OFF reaular cost of $8.00

~
j

i

:
i

·

·

· ·

.
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Citrus Bawl capacity increased to 32,000
by Roy Fuoco

(:itrus Bowl Seating

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Possible seating problems for UCF
football games may have been solved in
mid-July when the main contractor
made additional seats available to the
school. Also, despite the construction,
season ticket sales are double last
year's pace.
UCF now has 32,896 seats for their
seven home games. These seats became. available in July when Mellon
Stuart, the main contractor of the stadium expansion released the additional seats.
"Mellon Construction worked well
with us to give additional seats," stadium manager Greg Th ompson said.
Under the original plan, UCF was
going to have no mor e than 24,000
seats. This caused some concern because the attendance at the UCF-Troy
St. game was almost 32,000. UCF a lso
posted an attendance mark of 28,000
last season against I-AA foe ~orgia
Southern.
Football coach Gene McDowell said
h e was surprised more seat s became
available.
"We only expected to have 24,000

General Admission/
Added Seating

Season Ticket
Holders

-

Students and
Band

-,

-40

30

Under
Construction

A
N
seat s," McDowell said. 'We're very
happy with the increase."
Despite th e limited number of seats,
or possibly because of it, season ticket

sales are running double last year's
pace. As of August 16, UCF sold 3,896
season tickets. Last year, UCF sold
2,200 season tickets at full price.

Overall, UCF sold over 10,000 season
tickets. The additional tickets were
sold at discormt because of promotional
activities.
Elaine Francis, Ticket Sales Administrator, hopes to reach 5,000 season
ticket sales. She believes the increased
sales are due to the move to Division 1AA and the increased excitement over
the Knight football program.
"I have a lot of new people buying
tickets,"'she said.
Others in the Athletic Department
believe part of the increase is due to the
stadium construction. People are buying sea i;on tickets to ensure themselves
a good seat.
The current seating arrangement
could change ·by later in the season.
"Seating could ch ange lat er in the
year," Thompson said. "It's not our
intention, but there is a possibility of
opening up the west level for the last
two games."
Construction of $30 million expansion, which began earlier this year, is
scheduled for completion in April or
May, 1990.
When completed, the Citrus Bowl
will hold 72,000 seats-up from the current number of 52,000.

<

•
"

/

Ski team
pulls in three
top e cruits
by Bill Foxwonhy
SPORTS EDITOR

Bill Foxworthy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FlJTuhr.

Start; ~ ouarterback Shane Willis calls signals at the line of scrimmage during Thursday's practice as guard Andrew Bishop and
tack e Derrick Connor eye the defense. Willts reinjured his right leg Friday but is expected to play against B-CC, Sept. 1.

e eason injur· es ha

pe

o r on

Hense

UcF·quarterbacks feel the heat of practice: Willis, Jones suffer injuries
If the Knight football
team were to begin its season today, its offense would
be considerably slowed by
injuries to the top two quarter backs and th e top
tailback , although all are
expected to be ready for the
opening game against Bethune-Cookman Sept. 1.
Starting quarterback
Shane Willis, backup Rudy
Jones and tailback Gilbert
Barnes, along with tackle
Alex Goforth, have all been
battling injuries the past
week.
The Knights finished a

week of three-a-day practices
with a 3 1/2 hour scrimmage
Saturday morning. Although
injuries are common this time
of year, both the offense and
defense have been releatively
· injury free.
However, the four players
hurting are intergral parts of
the offense.
The injury causing the most
concern for Gene McDowell is
Willis' 'r ecurring leg injury.
Willis sustained a stress fracture in the middle of his right
tibia against Georgia Southern last year. The bone has yet
to completely heal.
Willis missed the teams 3 11
2 hour scrimmage Saturday
with a doctor's appointment.

He aggr~vated the leg during
Although bothered by
Friday night's practice.
the shoulder injury, Jones
"The bone is trying to heal completed 9 of 1 7 passes
and the constant pounding (of and led a 70 yard touchthree-a-day practice) put too down drive.
much pressure on the bone,"
After the game, Jones
Willis said.
suffered heat exaustion
Expected to miss five days, and collapsed while runWillis will be fitted with a new ning laps. He was taken to ·
under-the-knee cast which Win t er Park Memorial
extends from the knee to the Hospital but was r eleased
ankle but allows flexibility in later Saturday.
both the knee and ankle joints.
Starting tailback Gilbert
"I'm glad it happened now Barnes has also missed sevand not the week before the er al practices with a
game," Willis said.
bruised sternum. Barnes
His backup, Rudy Jones, said it is possible he'll miss
also had problems over the two to three weeks.
weekend. Friday night, he
"It's two weeks before the ·
took a hit at practice and sufSee INJURIES page 23
fered a bruised shoulder.

The UCF ski team added
depth to its ranks and continued its pursuit of the college ~
water ski championship by
signing three all-star recruits.
The recruits are Dan Rini,.
18, Scot Ellis, 17 and Julie
..Shull, 18.
The team has gathered trophy upon trophy in individual •
competition but has lacked the
depth to garner the team
championship.
In last year's competition,
the Knights placed a close second to perrineal water ski
powerhouse Northeast Lou- "
isianna Umversity, which has
won the college championship
for nine consecutive years.
In last year's contest, UCF •
came closer to beating NLU
than any other team in those
nine years, falling 34 of approximately 8,000 points be- •
hindNLU to take second place.
Even vith the addition of
modestly talented skiers, UCF *
would be in position to steal
the water skiing crown from
NLU. But the Knights did infinately better by sign.i ng three
record holding skiers.
The first is Canadian Dan
Rini. His most recent accom- •
plishmen as being selected
to the Canadian National water ski team which will com- ·
pete in Bulgaria next month. '
Next is American Water
Skiing Association Sportsman
of the year Scot Ellis, who won
the World Overall title in Melbourn, Australia in March.
The thir<l is Julie Shull, the
female counterpart of Ellis, "'
who was named the AWSA
Sportswoman of the year and
who· won the Junior World f
Overall championship at the
same competition that Ellis
won his title.
See SKI TEAM page 23

